
CONNECTING 
LED LIGHT 

EXPERIENCE



Did you know?
The European House of Parliament has decided to phase out all traditional light bulbs 

between 2009 and 2012. Even Halogen lights will be taken off the market in 2016. 
“A consistent and well managed lamp temperature is crucial for LED lighting – it ensures a stable radiance and extended LED life. 
A combination of the longer LED lamp life, the low maintenance costs and energy saving, means an overall lower cost. Consumers 

are encouraged not just to look at the one off sale price, but the overall lifetime cost.” EgbErt KEEn, IIV* nr 4-2010

“Traditionally, consumers have been used to replacing a light bulb frequently, whilst the 
matching luminaire lasts quite a bit longer. With the introduction of the LED, times have 

changed.”EgbErt KEEn, IIV* nr. 4-2010 

“A guaranteed life time of 50.000 hours can be reached when the heat  
dissipation of the LED is controlled in an efficient way.”  ron ramsElaar, IIV* nr. 1-2011

“The LED bulb that’s currently on the market is also known as the ‘Retro-fit LED.” “These bulbs 
can be used in a traditional bulb fitting, although a traditional fitting and LED light don’t form 
an ideal combination. There’s a limited dimming capacity and the electronics that are needed 
to convert 230 Volt into 12 Volt LED capable electricity, heat up the LED which often causes an 

LED to overheat and burn out.” ron ramsElaar, IIV* nr. 2-2011  

 “When a traditional light bulb is dimmed, not only the radiance levels change, but also the colour levels. They fade  from cool 
white to a warmer white. A Retro-fit-LED can’t be dimmed completely, as the light stays in its original colour throughout the  

dimming process.” EDy tEn bErgE, IIV*-nr. 4-2011 
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DYDELL stands for ‘Dynamic Design LED Lights’, and supplies 
an innovative lighting concept. The lighting concept is a 
stylish and durable LED-light sphere, which can be integrated 
either as a sub assembly in design luminaires, or as a stand-
alone product. 

The LED bulb has a diameter of 140 mm and consists of two 
half spheres that can be fitted indepen dently with warm-
white (2700K) and coloured RGB light. The internal cooling 
provides the LED bulb with a stylishly warm, even radiance, 
and the LED bulb has a large radiance capacity of 1605 
Lumen (comparable to a tradi tional 100 Watt light bulb)  
as well as a lifetime of up to 30 years. 

The LED-sphere doesn’t have a traditional light bulb fitting 
but can be easily integrated in luminaires because of its M10 
x 1 inner tread tube connection on both top and bottom of 
the bulb. This tube connection is also used in the traditional 
E27 fitting.  

DYDELL is the sophisticated light source of today, placing 
your luminaires in a whole different light. 

DyDELL



A radiant and atmospheric light source
The DYDELL LED light bulb consists of two half spheres, 
fitted out with advanced energy saving warm white LEDs. 
The LED bulb shines in a beautiful even radiance, due 
to the aerodynamic design and its 14 cm diameter. The 
colour temperature of 2700K gives the bulb a consistent 
warm white light. 

Colourful elegance
Besides the standard warm white bulb, the LED-sphere is 
also equipped with coloured RGB light.  Imagine a warm 
red environment for a romantic night in, a vibrant 
colourful room for a party, or a functional warm light to 
read with. The LED light can be adjusted at any time of the 
day, to any mood or ambiance. 

The coloured RGB LED lights are adjustable per half sphere. 
For example,  the upper part of the sphere can be any desired 
colour, whilst the bottom sphere radiates in the standard 
warm white colour. This means the ceiling can be lit in an 
ambiance colour, while the floor or table can be lit 
functionally. 

DyDELL LED-sPHERE

 It is possible to create all imaginable colour varieties and 
atmospheres with the DYDELL LED light sphere.



LED-Lifetime Protector
A consistent and well managed lamp temperature is 
crucial for LED lighting – it ensures a stable radiance 
and extended LED life. With the patented DYDELL 
‘LED-Lifetime Protector’ your LED light can work for 
up to 30 years.  

The ‘LED-Lifetime Protector’ is an innovative 
combination of a unique heat outlet and dimming 
functionality, which activates when the light reaches 
a certain temperature. The functionality ensures a 
maximum durability of approximately 50,000 
lighting hours, which is 25 times longer than the 
lifetime of a traditional light bulb. The heatsink of the 
LED is integrated inside the LED bulb, which means 
that the exterior of the bulb isn’t affected by an 
external cooling system, impacting the exterior look 
and radiance of the light.

EXTENDED DuRabILITy wITH THE LED-LIfETImE PROTECTOR



Creating ambiance
The DYDELL LED light can bring a plethora of 
atmospheres to your home. The light can be dimmed 
smoothly without flickering in any grade between 
100% and 5%. 

DyDELL and sustainability
In less than a second, the DYDELL light bulb operates 
at full strength. The LED lightconcept of DYDELL is 
sustainable because: 
_  The LED light radiates in between 850 and 1605   
    lumen, using maximum 25 Watt of energy. This is  
    comparable to the radiance of a traditional 100           
    Watt light bulb. 
_  The DYDELL sphere doesn’t use any polluting   
    quick-silver.
_  The DYDELL sphere has a life expectancy of          
    50.000 lighting hours (approximately 30 years).
_  Get insights for your energy consumtion. All   
    DYDELL control systems have integrated energy   
    usage charts. 
 
Easy integration
The LED bulb has a M10 x 1 inner tread tube 
connection on both top and bottom of the bulb, 
which is also used in the traditional E27 fitting.



DYDELL’s LED light concept is an innovative LED sphere which can be 
operated via DYDELL HOME or DYDELL PRO. 

DyDELL HOME: WIFI Control system per LED sphere
Don’t worry about losing a remote, or running out of batteries. All DYDELL 
light bulbs with ‘DYDELL HOME’ can be centrally operated through a WIFI 
connection, combined with the exclusively developed smartphone App. 
The App allows for the two spheres to be separately operated, which enables 
separate colour usage or dimming of the spheres. The App is also equipped 
with colour therapy, energy usage charts and a light management module. 
The App is constantly in development, ensuring your DYDELL lamps always 
have the latest functionality and newest colours. The LED light concept from 
DYDELL keeps adding value to your luminaires.

Colour therapy 
Research has proven that coloured light can have a positive influence on 
behaviour and people’s ability to concentrate. Independent Dutch colour 
therapist Thelma van der Werff has created various ‘Colour Therapy’ presents 
for the DYDELL Smartphone App. 

A stylishly designed control unit 
The DYDELL LED lamp can also be switched on or off by pushing one single 
button. This control unit is attached to the wire of the floor or table lamp. 
The control unit is equipped with an additional button which can be used to 
activate preference settings for certain ambiances or colours.

All DYDELL LED lights with DYDELL HOME can be operated through WIFI, 
via our App compatible for iPhone, iPod Touch and/or iPad. 

DyDELL HOmE



router

master

slave

DyDELL PRO sysTEm



DyDELL PRO 

 DYDELL’s LED light concept is an innovative LED sphere which can be operated via DYDELL HOME or DYDELL PRO.

DyDELL PRO: your professional group control system
DYDELL PRO is a unique control system, allowing you to control large groups of LED spheres. In locations such as 
offices, hospitals and hotels, LED spheres can be assigned to self-created locations. Per location, preferences can be 
saved and displayed. These ‘favourites’ can be displayed at any desired time, either statically or dynamically via the 
‘wave-module’  in your desired speed. 

Create multifunctional areas by aligning the atmosphere of the outdoor light supply with your DYDELL PRO or create 
the perfect ambiance for your guests or function theme.  

Technique
DYDELL PRO uses a ‘master-slave system’, in which six LED bulbs per master- or slave-unit can be connected and 
be operated. Each ‘master-unit’ can be extended with ‘slave-units’ up to 180 LED spheres. Each ‘master-slave unit’ is 
equipped with its own power supply and power factor correction (PFC). 

Control options 
Via the master-unit the DYDELL PRO system can be controlled in several ways: 
_  DYDELL PRO software (for Windows): with DYDELL PRO software, large groups of LED spheres, locations, 
     atmospheres and external remote controls can be set and controlled. 
_  DALI (wall) control panel: by pushing one button, all lights can be switched on and off or dimmed. Also, 
    preference settings which are created by DYDELL PRO software, can easily be recalled or displayed dynamically 
    via the ‘wave-module’. 
_  DMX slide panel: the ‘master unit’ can be equipped with a DMX control system. Each LED bulb can get 10 channels.               
     Via a DMX controller the LED sphere can be controlled independently per half sphere with warm white and 
     coloured RGB light. The spheres can be dimmed or group preferences can be saved and recalled. 



_   A concept that is fully aligned with the European 
    guidelines on sustainability and energy efficiency.

_   The DYDELL LED bulb has a diameter of 140mm and 
consists of two half spheres. The two spheres can be 
fitted out independently of each other with warm white 
LEDs (2700K) + coloured RGB LED lights. 

_    Durable and sustainable, with a maximum usage of 25 
Watt in energy, with a large radiance capacity of maxi-
mum 1605 Lumen which is comparable to a traditional 
100 Watt light bulb.

_   An increase of the LED life time through the ‘LED-Lifetime 
      Protector’, up to 50,000 lighting hours (approximately 30     
     years).

_   A stylish warm white light in an even radiance, which 
operates at full strength in less than a second.

_   Easy integration in new or existing luminaires because 
the LED bulb has a M10 x 1 inner tread tube connection 
on both top and bottom of the bulb, which is also used in 
the traditional E27 fitting. 

_   Diverse control systems: DYDELL HOME (control-unit 
& WIFI smartphone app) and DYDELL PRO (Windows 
software, DALI, DMX & KNX). 

wHaT CaN DyDELL OffER yOu? 

DyDELL HOME
_   All LED bulbs with DYDELL HOME can be centrally op-

erated through a WIFI connection combined with the 
exclusively developed DYDELL smartphone App which 
is in constant development of new lighting 

    functionality and theme colours.

_   Table- and floor lamps can alse be operated via it’s 
power cord, through an attractively designed 

    control-unit.

DyDELL PRO
DYDELL PRO is a unique control system, which makes it 
possible to control large groups of LED spheres. Location 
preferences can be saved and displayed. DYDELL PRO 
also offers the possibility to connect and communicate 
with standard lighting control systems such as DMX, 
DALI and KNX.

SpecificationS patent LeD Light BULB:
Size: 14 x 14 x 14 CM, Energy Consumption: 0,5 - 25 Watt; Amount 

of Light: 850 - 1605 Lumen; Mounting: AC100-240 Volt 50-60 Hz;  

Dimming: stepless between 100%-5%; Authenticity Colour  

rendering: Ra 85; Colour Temperature: 2700 K (warm white); 

Coloured RGB light; LED-Lifetime Protector.



NEXT GENERaTION 
Of LED LIGHT EXPERIENCE
As a partner, DYDELL can offer you a range of durable 
lighting innovations. The value of your assortment can be 
increased easily by integrating the DYDELL LED bulb into 
your existing luminaires or new designs. It is also possible 
to use the LED bulb as a stand alone light source in case of 
architectural projects. This next generation LED light 
provides great ambiance, a large radiance capacity, a long 
life time and unmatched user experience by DYDELL 
HOME and DYDELL PRO.

To hear more about DYDELL opportunities, please contact 
our team on info@dydell.com or call +31 (0)23 - 529 38 88 
for an obligation free consultation. 



DYDELL BV
The Netherlands     
info@dydell.com     
www.dydell.com         

T +31 (0) 23 529 38 88


